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Company Profile

McCloskey equipment rewards you with quality,
reliability and profit in applications such as:

Field Tested. Worldwide.
Today McCloskey International leads the screening and crushing industry with a
complete line of equipment including: crushers, vibrating screeners, trommels and
stacking conveyors. Our line is used in a wide range of industries which include
compost screening, waste management and recycling, aggregates processing,
mining, construction and demolition, landscaping, composting and wood recycling.
Since 1985 McCloskey International has established a worldwide reputation for
high performance products that have introduced many of today’s key screening
and crushing innovations.
Our Head Office and manufacturing facility in Ontario, Canada is an advanced
and highly capable 410,000 square foot production plant, while our secondary
facility in Co. Tyrone, Ireland houses the world’s premier crusher and screener
engineering office. The assets of both these facilities make us the largest
independent manufacturer of portable screening and crushing equipment in the
world, under the hands-on leadership of the company’s founder and president,
Paschal McCloskey.

Worldwide Dealer Network
McCloskey International offers customers the full range of Crushing,
Screening, Recycling and Conveying Equipment through our worldwide
dealer network.
To find your local dealer, check our website:
www.mccloskeyinternational.com

Mining
Aggregates
Processing
Construction &
Demolition
Waste Management
& Recycling
Landscaping &
Compost Screening
and much more...

Message From The President
Here at McCloskey International we are proud of the
equipment we provide and the effort we devote to
delivering the best performing machines on the
market today.

Paschal McCloskey: CEO & President
of McCloskey International

This effort is most visible in our crushing line. Seven years
of listening to users, researching our markets, designing our
machines field testing and continuous improvement have
produced a crusher line that are easily the “best in class”.
I am proud of the work my team has accomplished and I
invite you to contact a local dealer to see for yourself the
machines that I am willing to put my name on.
From our complete line of crushers, vibrating screens,
trommels and stacking conveyors; I am sure you will find
the right piece of equipment to meet your needs.
Since 1985 I have worked to deliver machines that are
strong, reliable and user friendly. These same traits are
evident in our dealer and support network which now
spans the globe. You will never be far away from our
McCloskey support network.
Thank you for taking the time to review this brochure.
I hope the information within can help you make an
informed decision.
If you have any further questions, feel free to contact us:
www.mccloskeyinternational.com
Headquarters, Canada: +1 (705) 295-4925
European Office:

+44 (0) 2887-740-926
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McCloskey International is
proud to offer complete turn key
crushing spreads. The spread
depicted is composed of a J50
Jaw Crusher, C44 Cone Crusher
and S190 Triple Deck Screening
Plant producing crushed chip
from blast rock. Further details
on these products are included in
the coming pages.

In Eastern Canada an
aggregates operation produces
manufactured asphalt sand and
chip with a J50 feeding into an
R155, to a C44 with an extra
coarse liner. The crusher then
feeds into an S190 triple deck for
the second C44 with a fines liner,
finishing with the S130 double
deck (ball deck) for dust removal
from sand.
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Complete Solutions
Hard at work in north-eastern
France, this spread including
an R105 screening into a J44,
then feeding into an S130, is
producing high-grade screened
material while clearing roads.

McCloskey International stands
behind its equipment, no matter
where in the world it may be. The
crushing and screening spread
pictured here is in Panama.
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Conveyor
36" main conveyor as
standard, giving large
stockpile capacity.
Conveyor lowers and
raises hydraulically and
is easily removable for
maintenance.

Crusher
True 40" x 24" (1016mm
x 610mm) jaw with
reversible hydrostatic
drive, reversible
jaw plates, and fully
hydraulic closed side
setting (CSS) adjust.

Transportation Size
At only 2.5m wide, the
J40 is easily transported
between job sites.

J40

Transport Height: 10' 6" (3.2m)
Transport Width: 8' 2.5" (2.5m)

*Engine: 225 hp (166 kw)

Transport Length: 45' 6" (13.78m)

Stockpile Height: 10’ (3054mm)

Weight: 68,343 lbs (31,000 kg)

* Engine options available.

The J40 Jaw Crusher continues McCloskey’s focus on quality, durability, and
productivity. With heavy duty cheekplate design, 40" wide jaw and user-friendly control
panel with excellent machine diagnostics, the J40 provides contractors with a highly
portable option while meeting all production expectations. At 2.5 metres wide, it’s ideal
for applications that require a high degree of mobility.
Maximum productivity is delivered through the enhancements to the jaw box, including
a hydro toggle option and a larger gap between the crusher discharge and main
conveyor feedboot.

Feeder
Folding Hardox® hopper
mounted over vibrating
feeder with integral prescreen. Feeder rate can
be regulated manually or
automatically by the load
sensing jaw.
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Controls
User-friendly control
panel with excellent
machine diagnostics
can drastically
reduce downtime for
maintenance.

The J40 retains the core values expected in a full size McCloskey jaw crusher, including
high capacity production and heavy duty build, packaged for efficiency and mobility.

HARDOX is a registered trademark of SSAB Oxelösund AB.

Crushers
CRUSHERS

Crusher
True 45" x 27" jaw with
reversible hydrostatic
drive, reversible jaw
plates, and twin hydraulic
ram wedge closed side
setting (CSS) adjust.

J45 / J45R

J45: Transport Length: 47' 5.9" (14.476m)
J45R: Transport Length: 50' 3.2" (15.422m)
J45: Transport Width: 8' 2.5" (2.5m)
J45R: Transport Width: 10' 2" (3.1m)

J45/J45R: *Engine 350 Hp (261 kw)

J45/J45R: Transport Height: 11' 1.8" (3.4m)

J45: Stockpile Height: 12' 8.7" (3880mm)
J45R: Stockpile Height: 9' 11" (3033mm)

J45: Weight: 96,783 lbs (43,900 kg) est.
J45R: Weight: 110,231 lbs (50,000 kg) est.

* Engine options available.

Controls
User-friendly waterproof
and dust-proof control
panel with excellent
diagnostics.

Transportation Size
At only 2.5m wide, the
J45 is easily transported
between job sites.

Recirculation
Conveyor - J45R
Allows operators to
produce a crushed and
screened final product
with one machine.

Both the J45 and J45R boast a high capacity hopper with close to 8 cubic yards
(6 m3) capacity. The main conveyor features easy access heavy duty skirting and are
closer to the ground level for ease of access and maintenance. The J45R offers the
versatility of a recirculating system to produce a crushed and screened final product
with one machine.

STACKERS

The J45 and J45R high capacity jaw crushers feature a true 45" x 27" jaw. With both
level and load sensors the J45s ensure the most efficient material handling across
applications. Optimized for Type 1 crushing applications, the J45 features a heavy duty
bofar design and pan feeder chutes with steeper angles to reduce material sticking.

TROMMELS

Feeder
Folding Hardox® hopper
mounted over vibrating
feeder. Feeder rate can
be regulated manually or
automatically by the load
sensing jaw.

SCREENERS

Conveyor
Extended 42" main
conveyor as standard,
giving large stockpile
capacity. Conveyor
lowers and raises
hydraulically and is
easily removable for
maintenance.

Rugged and versatile, the J45 and J45R offer the field-tested reliability required for the
toughest projects around the globe.
HARDOX is a registered trademark of SSAB Oxelösund AB.
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Conveyor
Extended 48" main
conveyor as standard,
delivers industry-leading
stockpile capacity.
Conveyor lowers and
raises hydraulically and
is easily removable for
maintenance.

Crusher
True 50" x 29" (1270mm
x 735mm) jaw with
reversible hydrostatic
drive, reversible jaw
plates, and fully hydraulic
closed size setting(CSS)
adjust and relief.

Power Unit
Powerful engine with
generous access for
maintenance. Innovative
hydraulic system
provides significant
improvements in fuel
economy.

J50

Transport Height: 11' 8.8" (3.577m)
Transport Width: 9' 10" (3.0m)

Engine: 350 Hp (261 kw)

Transport Length: 50' 8" (15.442m)

Stockpile Height: 13' 11" (4250mm)

Weight: 114,640 lbs (52,000 kg) inc. magnet

McCloskey International has a proven reputation for designing quality, best-in-class
equipment and the J50 crusher brings even more power and productivity together in
one machine.
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Feeder
Folding Hardox® hopper
mounted over vibrating
feeder with integral
grizzly pre-screen.
Feeder rate can be
regulated manually
or automatically via
mechanical flow control.

Controls
User-friendly waterproof
and dust-proof control
panel. Allows monitoring of
pressures, fluid levels, fuel
consumption and provides
push button control of jaw,
track and feeder functions.

With a 50" wide jaw (the widest jaw in its class), the J50 places McCloskey International
at the fore of portable crushing machinery. Maximum productivity is delivered through
the enhancements to the jaw box including a hydro toggle option, heavier flywheels,
and optimization for Type 1 crushing applications.
With its class-leading throughput and capacity and the largest stockpile height in its
category the J50 crusher continues to push the boundaries of industry performance.
HARDOX is a registered trademark of SSAB Oxelösund AB.

Crushers
CRUSHERS

Power Unit
Powerful engine with
generous access for
maintenance. Innovative
hydraulic system provides
significant improvements
in fuel economy.

C38

Transport Height: 11' 2" (3.4m)
Transport Width: 8' 2.4" (2.5m)

Engine: 350 hp (261 kw) Diesel*

Transport Length: 48' 10" (14.9m)

Stockpile Height: 10' 7" (3230 mm)

Weight: 80,468 lbs (36,500 kg)

Metal Detector
A standard feature,
the metal detector
automatically stops
the feeder when metal
is detected as a way
to prevent damage to
the cone.

Material Flow
Large gap between
crusher discharge and
the main conveyor
feedboot prevents
bottlenecking.

The C38 distinguishes itself as an entry-level cone with full-level features like an antispin system, load and material level monitoring, fully hydraulic push button Closed Side
Setting (CSS) adjust and full hydraulic relief system.

* Engine options available

STACKERS

The McCloskey C38 Cone Crusher is the ideal portable secondary crushing solution
for the operator requiring performance rates up to 300TPH. It is designed for optimum
functionality in crushing spreads with machines such as the J40 Jaw Crusher and S130
Screening Plant to produce cubical chip from 3/8" to 5 3/4" in size.

TROMMELS

Crusher
Built to be reliable in
the toughest operating
conditions, the cone
on the C38 produces
10mm (3/8") (Fine liner) to
146mm (5 3/4") product.

SCREENERS

Feeder
Heavy duty Hardox®
steel hopper with
adjustable feed rate via
control panel, remote
control or fully automatic
regulation with feedback
from the cone.

HARDOX is a registered trademark of SSAB Oxelösund AB.
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Feeder
Heavy duty Hardox®
-lined steel hopper with
feed rate adjusted via
control panel, remote
control or fully automatic
regulation with feedback
from the cone.

Crusher
Built to be reliable in
the toughest operating
conditions, the cone
on the C38R produces
10mm (3/8") (Fine liner)
to 146mm (5 3/4")
product.

Recirc Screen
5 x 10 High Energy
Screenbox has userfriendly wedge system for
faster screen change.

C38R

Transport Height: 11' 2" (3.4m)
Transport Width: 10' 1" (3.08m)

Engine: 350 hp (261 kw) Diesel*

Transport Length: 56' 8.7" (17.29m)

Stockpile Height: 9' 9" (2965mm)

Weight: 100,300 lbs (45,495 kg)

The McCloskey C38R recirculating cone crusher combines the productivity of
the 38" cone with the versatility of a full screening and recirculating system,
allowing operators to produce a high quality crushed and screened final product
with one machine.

Metal detector
When metal is detected,
the feeder stops
automatically to protect
the cone.

Recirculation
Allows operators to
produce a crushed and
screened final product
with one machine.

The C38R distinguishes itself as an entry-level cone with full level features like an
anti-spin system, load and material level monitoring, fully hydraulic push button
CSS adjust and full hydraulic relief system. The 5x10 High Energy Screenbox
allows greater control over the final product.

* Engine options available
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HARDOX is a registered trademark of SSAB Oxelösund AB.

Crushers
CRUSHERS

Dynamic Adjustable
Closed Side Setting
(CSS)
Dynamic adjust-closed
side setting (CSS) can be
changed while operating,
minimizing downtime.

C44

Transport Height: 11' 2" (3.4m)
Transport Width: 9' 6" (2.9m)

Engine: 440 hp (328 kw)

Transport Length: 52' 7" (16.02m)

Stockpile Height: 10' 8" (3250mm)

Weight: 97,444 lbs (44,200 kg) est.

Metal Detector
A standard feature,
the metal detector
automatically stops the
feeder when metal is
detected as a way to
prevent damage to the
cone.

Material Flow
Large gap between
crusher discharge and
the main conveyor
feedboot prevents
bottlenecking.

The C44 provides a high degree of control over the final product, making it the ideal
portable secondary crusher.

* Engine options available

STACKERS

Continuing with McCloskey’s focus on quality components, durability and reliability,
the C44 Cone Crusher adds to McCloskey’s reputation for proven performance
with its 44" cone and a 440 hp power unit. Offering high material capacity and
throughput, large stockpile capacity, and customer focused features, the C44 Cone
Crusher puts McCloskey to the fore of mobile crushing plants and pushes the
boundaries of industry performance.

TROMMELS

Crusher
Built to be reliable in
the toughest operating
conditions, producing
material ranging from
3/8" (10mm) to 8"
(203mm).

SCREENERS

Feeder
Heavy duty Hardox® steel
hopper with adjustable
feed via control panel,
remote control or fully
automatic regulation with
feedback from the cone.

HARDOX is a registered trademark of SSAB Oxelösund AB.
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Control Panel
User friendly waterproof
and dustproof control
panel. Allows monitoring
of pressures, fluid levels
and fuel consumption.
Provides push button
control of track and
feeder functions.

Conveyor
Extended 48" main
conveyor as standard,
giving large stockpile
capacity. Conveyor
lowers and raises
hydraulically and is
easily removable for
maintenance.

Power Unit
350 hp (260 kw) engine
with roomy engine
bay for maintenance.
Innovative hydraulic
system provides
significant improvements
in fuel economy.

I44

Transport Height: 11' 2" (3.4m)
Transport Width: 8' 2.4" (2.5m)

Engine: 350 hp (260 kw) Diesel*

Transport Length: 42' 5" (12.932m)

Stockpile Height: 10' 7" (3230mm)

Weight: 77,160 lbs (35,000 kg) basic

The McCloskey I44 Impactor is the perfect showcase of a portable contractor
crushing system. The 4 blow bar, 44" wide impact chamber is compact enough to
allow for a high degree of portability while providing the high levels of production
required to complete the project rapidly.

Feeder
Folding Hardox® hopper
mounted over vibrating
feeder under crusher.
Feeder rate can be
regulated manually or
automatically by the loadsensing jaw.
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Crusher Pre-Screen
Optional crusher
pre-screen maximizes
crusher efficiency
and delivers screened
product via side
conveyor.

The I44 is the perfect example of a highly mobile crushing system. The optional
wheeled bogie ensures the I44 is easily transported between job sites and the track
drive makes it easily maneuverable on site.
The I44’s versatility makes it ideal for a variety of applications worldwide, including
asphalt recycling, concrete recycling, rock crushing, construction and demolition.
* Engine options available

HARDOX is a registered trademark of SSAB Oxelösund AB.

Crushers
CRUSHERS

Screen
5 x 10 High Energy
Screenbox has userfriendly quick release
pin & wedge system for
faster screen change.

I44R

Transport Height: 11' 2" (3.4m)
Transport Width: 10' 3" (3.125m)

Engine: 350 hp (260 kw) Diesel*

Transport Length: 50' 4" (15.4m)

Stockpile Height: 12' 11" (3940mm)

Weight: 107,000 lbs (48,535 kg) inc. magnet and hopper extensions

Feeder
Folding Hardox® - lined
hopper mounted over
vibrating feeder with
integral pre-screen.
Feeder rate can be
regulated manually or
automatically by the
load-sensing system.

Crusher Pre-Screen
Optional crusher
pre-screen maximizes
crusher efficiency and
creates additional
product.

The I44R is the perfect showcase of a mobile contractor crushing system. Compact
and portable, it provides the level of production required to complete the project rapidly.

STACKERS

The McCloskey I44R recirculating impactor combines the productivity of our 44"
impactor with the versatility of a full screening and recirculating system, allowing
operators to produce a crushed and screened final product with one machine. The
combination of the impactor with the High Energy Screenbox and a recirculating
conveyor deliver maximum productivity and unmatched portability.

TROMMELS

Conveyor
Main conveyor, delivers
high stockpile capacity.
Lowers and raises
hydraulically and is
easily removable for
maintenance.

SCREENERS

Recirculation
Allows operators to
produce a crushed and
screened final product
with one machine.

The I44R’s versatility makes it ideal for a variety of applications worldwide.

* Engine options available

HARDOX is a registered trademark of SSAB Oxelösund AB.
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Control Panel
User-friendly waterproof
and dust-proof control
panel. Allows monitoring
of pressures, fluid levels,
and fuel consumption.
Provides push button
control of jaw, track and
feeder functions.

Conveyor
Extended 48" main
conveyor as standard,
giving large stockpile
capacity. Conveyor
lowers and raises
hydraulically and is
easily removable for
maintenance.

Power Unit
Powerful 430 hp (320 kw)
engine with roomy engine
bay for maintenance.
Innovative hydraulic
system provides
significant improvements
in fuel economy.

I54

Transport Height: 11' 8.8" (3.575m)
Transport Width: 9' 10" (3m)

Engine: 430 hp (320 kw) Diesel*

Transport Length: 49' 7" (15.13m) - Pre-screen model

Stockpile Height: 13' 10" (4210mm)

Weight: 106,260 lbs (48,200 kg) inc. magnet

A leader in the sub-50 tonne class, the McCloskey I54 Impactor brings high quality
and high production capacity to mobile impactor applications.
The I54 is built around a 47" x 53" four bar impactor chamber with a 37" x 53.5"
feed opening. An independently vibrating 53.3" x 69" double-deck pre-screen
removes the majority of the fines in advance of the crushing chamber, increasing
capacity and reducing wear.
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Feeder
Folding Hardox® lined
hopper mounted over
vibrating feeder with
integral pre-screen.
Feeder rate can be
regulated manually or
automatically by the loadsensing jaw.

Crusher Pre-Screen
Optional crusher
pre-screen maximizes
crusher efficiency and
creates additional
product.

Available with a roll-in bogie, the I54 is easily transported and has a minimal setup
time, maximizing on-site production time.

* Engine options available

HARDOX is a registered trademark of SSAB Oxelösund AB.

Crushers
CRUSHERS

Metal Detector
The metal detector,
combined with the
hopper, helps protect
the VSI. When metal
is detected, the feeder
stops automatically.

V80

Transport Height: 3.4m (11' 2")
Transport Width: 2.9m (9' 6")

Engine: 440 hp (328 kw) Diesel*

Transport Length: 15.98m (52' 4.9")

Stockpile Height: 10' 8" (3250mm)

Weight: 85,980 lbs (39,000 kg) estimated

Crusher
Vertical Shaft Impactor
shatters rocks along
natural stress lines,
creating a uniform,
cubical product with low
wear costs and simple
maintenance.

Durability
Branded components
throughout. High
efficiency diesel hydraulic
system allows higher
throughput and lower fuel
consumption.

Built to the industry leading standard of all McCloskey equipment, the V80 uses
high-quality branded components and a Cemco Turbo T-80 VSI crusher.

* Engine options available

STACKERS

The McCloskey V80 has been designed to be one of the most efficient vertical
shaft impactors (VSI) on the market and excels at producing high specification
sealing aggregates, a high proportion of fines required for main roads/road-base,
or manufactured sand. This heavy duty track-mounted Vertical Shaft Impactor has
been designed with a host of user friendly features and several rotor/rockbox/anvil
options that are suited to all applications.

TROMMELS

Hopper
Heavy duty with a
Hardox® steel hopper.
Feed rate controlled via
control panel, remote
control or fully automatic
regulation via feedback
from the VSI.

SCREENERS

Adjustable
Feed Hopper
Control panel, remote, or
fully automatic regulation
allows optimal operation
of the crusher to better
control the product
material.

HARDOX is a registered trademark of SSAB Oxelösund AB.
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Screenbox
4.5' x 10' High Energy
Screenbox offers classleading screening in
materials like sand and
peastone.

Hopper
7.85 yd3 (6 m3) hopper is
able to work directly with
large excavators and has
steep sides for maximum
efficiency.

Large Open Engine Bay
Provides ample access for
servicing and maintaining
the power unit and
hydraulics.

S80

Transport Height: 10' 6" (3.2m)
Transport Width: 8' 4" (2.5m)

Engine: 84 hp (63 kw) Diesel*

Transport Length: 44' 4" (13.21m)

Stockpile Height: 12' 5" (3790mm)

Weight: 42,439 lbs (19,250 kg) base model

The S80 is designed for users who require less capacity than the S130 and
S190 models offer, but are not willing to sacrifice the quality features found on
the McCloskey S-Range. These features include a High Energy Screenbox, large
hopper and large engine bay.

36" Main Conveyor
Prevents rollback of
material while operating
at steep screenbox
angles.

Transport Size
Compact transportation
size is perfect for
contractors looking for
highly portable mobile
screening.

The S80 can employ the steepest screen angle of any three- way-split screening
plant currently available, ensuring best-in-class screening ability in materials like
sand and peastone.
Users with smaller floats or in areas with strict transport regulations will benefit from
the smaller transport dimensions.
* Engine options available
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Screeners
CRUSHERS

Hopper
15' Hopper option allows
the use of larger loading
shovels.

Conveyor
48" (1200mm) feed
conveyor enables high
capacity screening.

The S130 is also available (shown) as a triple deck and boasts an array of features
and benefits which elevate the models above all the competitors in its class.
Transport Height: 11' 2" (3.4m)
Transport Width: 9' 6" (2.9m)

Engine: 100 hp (75 kw) Diesel*

Transport Length: 54' 2" (16.52m) 15' Hopper - 51' 2" (15.61m) 12' Hopper

Stockpile Height: 12' 8" (3870mm)

Weight: 59,965 lbs (27,200 kg) base model

Wedge System
User friendly wedge
system ensures faster
screen changes.

Linkage System
Hydraulic Screenbox
linkage system, allows
greater accessibility
for screen change and
enables optimum screen
coverage at varying
screenbox angles.

* Engine options available

With the S130, you get class-leading S-Range features like the aggressive High
Energy Screenbox and user-friendly operation. The S130’s unique size is designed
to meet demands of operators who require significantly more screening capacity
than a 10' or 11' screenbox, but may not require the higher capacity of a 20' plant.
The S130 is also available as a Triple Deck and boasts an array of features and
benefits which elevate the models above all the competitors in its class. The S130
Triple Deck has comparable production capacity to its competitor's larger models at
a far more cost effective price.

STACKERS

The McCloskey S130 High Energy Screener is used across a wide range of
applications, including aggregate, coal, crusher circuits and wood chips. The S130
is renowned for its fine sand screening and is impressing customers worldwide with
its production capacities.

TROMMELS

S130

SCREENERS

Screenbox
High Energy 14x5 (4270
x 1524mm) screenbox
provides comparable
product capacity with
other larger class
competitor’s models.
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Screenbox
The most advanced
20' x 5' (6100mm x
1524mm) portable
vibratory screening plant
in production.

Hopper
15' Hopper option allows
the use of larger loading
shovels.

Conveyor
48" (1200mm) feed
conveyor enables high
capacity screening.

The S190 is also offered as a Triple Deck (shown) and has the
highest combined true screening area across three decks.

S190

Transport Height: 11' 2" (3.4m)
Transport Width: 9' 6" (2.9m)

Engine: 127 hp (95 kw) Diesel*

Transport Length: 60' 6" (18.45m) - 15' hopper - 57' 6" (17.54m) 12' Hopper

Stockpile Height: 15' 3" (4640mm)

Weight: 79,366 lbs (36,000 kg) base model

Pushing industry performance standards and leading the competition with the most
advanced and innovative 20' x 5' portable vibratory screening plant in production today, the
S190 High Energy Screener clearly demonstrates McCloskey’s focus on making customer
focused features standard.

Wedge System
User friendly wedge
system ensures faster
screen change.
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Linkage System
Hydraulic Screenbox
linkage system, allows
greater accessibility
for screen change and
enables optimum screen
coverage at varying
screenbox angles.

Features such as the adjustable screenbox angles allow adaptability to a wide range of
material applications including quarrying, mining, sand and gravel, coal screening, topsoil, and
woodchip. With the highest grade specifications and component parts, the S190 is easily the
number one choice for high productivity, quality and value. The S190 is also offered as a Triple
Deck and has the highest combined true screening area across three decks.

* Engine options available

This class leading screening area, along with its high energy screening action, ensure that
the McCloskey Triple Deck models are the superior choice in aggregate material screening.

Screeners
CRUSHERS

Large Open Engine Bay
Allows easy access
for service for minimal
downtime.

R70
Engine: 84 hp (63 kw) Diesel*

Transport Height: 10' 6" (3.2m)
Transport Width: 8' 4" (2.5m)
Transport Length: 31' 9" (9.68m)
Weight: 33,951 lbs (15,400 kg) base model

Oversize Conveyor
Discharging oversize
material at 11' 1" (3.38m),
the 42" (1050mm) wide
3 ply belt allows for
efficient stockpiling.

Transport Size
Compact transportation
size is perfect for
contractors looking for
highly portable mobile
screening.

The R70 is built with the durability and screening performance that McCloskey
International has built its reputation on, using high-quality components and the
innovative McCloskey High Energy Screenbox.

STACKERS

The McCloskey R70 delivers the versatile, heavy-duty configuration that is expected
of the R-Series screeners, but can be transported easily and economically. The
R70 is a perfect fit for contractors that require the ability to tackle large numbers of
smaller heavy-duty construction, demolition, and remediation projects.

TROMMELS

Hopper
5.4 Cubic Yard (4.13 m3)
hopper equipped with a
48" (1200mm) heavy duty
4 ply belt designed for
heavy duty applications.

SCREENERS

Screenbox
High Energy 4' x 9'
(1.22m x 2.75m)
Screenbox with
10mm throw at 950RPM
provides the most
aggressive screening
action in its class.

* Engine options available
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Screenbox
High Energy 4.5' x 12'
(3660mm x 1370mm )
Screenbox with 10mm
throw at 950RPM
provides the most
aggressive screening
action in its class.

Hopper
7.8 yd3 (6 m3) hopper
equipped with a 48"
(1200mm) heavy duty
4 ply belt designed for
heavy duty applications.

Large Open Engine Bay
Allows easy access with
more room for service for
minimal downtime.

R105

Transport Height: 10' 6" (3.2m)
Transport Width: 8' 4" (2.5m)

Engine: 100 hp (74 kw) Diesel*

Transport Length: 42' 9" (13.035m)

Stockpile Height: 11' 4" (3400mm)

Weight: 50,700 lbs (23,000 kg) base model

The McCloskey R105 High Energy Durable Screener provides the best solution for
operators who don’t require the capacity of the larger screener models.

Oversize Conveyor
Discharging oversize
material at 11' 4" (3.45m),
the 48" (1200mm) wide
3 ply belt allows for
efficient stockpiling.

Transport Size
Compact transportation
size is perfect for
contractors looking for
highly portable mobile
screening.

Built around McCloskey International’s highly productive High Energy Screenbox,
the R105 has all the class leading features of the R-Range, such as high quality
components, durability and reliability. Offering the highest stockpile and largest
screening area in its class while meeting the European transport regulation width,
the R105 represents the most cost effective productivity and quality on the market
in a versatile and mobile package.

* Engine options available
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Screeners
CRUSHERS

Wide Chutes
Optimal chute design
minimizes potential
material spillage and
blockages.

R155

Transport Height: 11' 2" (3.4m)
Transport Width: 9' 6" (2.9m)

Engine: 127 hp (95 kw) Diesel

Transport Length: 50' 2" (15.3m)

Stockpile Height: 12' 3" (3750mm)

Weight: 65,830 lbs (29,860 kg) base model

Wide Feed Opening
Allows for free flow of
material and high volume
capacity.

Heavy Duty Build
One of the most robust
and durable machines
on the market, the R155
is built to excel at the
toughest screening jobs.

The R155 has proven to be extremely effective across a wide range of applications.
With a screening area of 155 ft2 across the High Energy Screenbox – the largest
in its class – the R155 has impressed operators across applications like site
reclamation, construction and demolition waste, working with difficult materials
such as heavy rock, sticky clay and fines, and boulder clay.

STACKERS

The McCloskey R155 High Energy Screener is a tough, robust screening tool
designed to cope with the heaviest of applications. With the ability to handle some
of the worst, untreated construction and demolition waste, the R155 can minimise
material pre-handling and provide clean end products.

TROMMELS

Large Loading Area
A significantly longer and
wider hopper provides
the largest loading area in
its class.

SCREENERS

Screenbox
High Energy 16 x 5 (4880
x 1525mm) screenbox
provides highest product
capacity in its class.

* Engine options available
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Large Loading Area
A significantly longer
and wider direct feed
Hardox® hopper provides
the largest loading area
in its class.

Wide Feed Opening
Allows for free flow of
material and high volume
capacity.

Screenbox
Heavy Duty High Energy
6 x 20 (1.83m x 6.1m)
Screenbox provides
highest product capacity
in its class.

R230
Engine: 225 hp (168 kw) Diesel*

Transport Height: 11' 5.8" (3.5m)
Transport Width: 9' 10" (3m)
Transport Length: 55' 8" (16.97m)
Weight (Belt Feeder) : 82,000 lbs (37,200 kg) base model

The McCloskey R230 High Energy Screener is one of the most robust, durable and
powerful heavy-duty mobile screeners at work around the world today. Designed to
provide uncompromising production levels to heavy duty scalping operations, the
R230 is capable of operating as a stand-alone plant producing finished product, or
as a primary scalping component to the very largest of portable crushing spreads.

Wide Chutes
Transfer points have been
optimised to minimise
spillage and blockages.

Heavy Duty Build
One of the most robust
and durable machines in
the market with a weight
of 37,200 kg (belt feeder
model).

McCloskey International’s powerful High Energy Screener delivers higher outputs
and a high-quality screened product with maximum efficiency.
The R230 is unequalled in its productivity and versatility.

* Engine options available
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HARDOX is a registered trademark of SSAB Oxelösund AB.

Screeners
CRUSHERS

KOMPAQ

123 SIZER

Engine: 49 hp (36.3 kw) Diesel*

Engine: 100 hp (74 kw) Diesel*

Top and Bottom Decks: 5' x 5' (1490mm x 1490mm)

Stockpile Height: 8' 6" (2.595m)

Stockpile Height: 11' (3.36m)

Transport Height: 9' 1" - 10' 3" (2780mm - 3130mm)

Transport Height: 7' 6" (2.3m)

Transport Height: 11' (3.36m)

Transport Width: 7' 2" x 7' 7" (2.16m)

Transport Width: 7' 7" (2.32m)

Transport Width: 8' 6" (2.6m)

Transport Length: 17' 7" x 17' 10" (5350 - 5430mm)

Transport Length: 13' 1" (4m)

Transport Length: 39' 2" (11.95m)

Weight: 7,000 lb (3,200 kg) estimated

Weight: 16,535 lbs (7500 kg) with turn table and mid product

Weight: 51,800 lbs (23,500 kg)

The McCloskey Kompaq is a small yet robust
machine designed for recycling, composting,
topsoil, landscaping, and contract building
industries. It features unrivalled mobility and a
surprisingly large 8' x 4' (2.4m x 1.2m) double
deck, four bearing screenbox to ensure efficient
production.

The McCloskey 123 Sizer is ideal for quarry and
mining applications where only very heavy duty
equipment will meet your needs. With a high
strength bolted construction screenbox and a
high tensile steel punch plate, the 123 Sizer has
the ability to handle the heaviest of materials.
The 123 Sizer is designed with durable features
throughout to ensure it is the most robust, heavy
duty scalping screen around.

STACKERS

The McCloskey Mini Sizer is a compact
solution for high quality screening when on site
space and transport options are at a
minimum. With a 5' x 5' (1.5m x 1.5m) double
deck screenbox, the Mini Sizer can offer
contractors a clean saleable product,
increasing the quality of their material, reducing
waste cost, and creating new streams of
revenue for their business.

TROMMELS

Engine: 9.5 hp (7.1 kw) Diesel*

SCREENERS

MINI SIZER

* Engine options available
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Brushes
Ground level adjustable
brushes keep the screen
clean and rotate away
from drum for ease of
drum change.

Drum Drive
Solid vulcanized,
independently powered
drive wheels for
maximum torque, traction
and life.

Feed Hopper
2.9m (9' 6") low load
height, large hopper
capacity of 3.4m³ (4.5 yd³).

512 R

512 A/R
Engine: 100 hp (74 kw) Diesel
Radial Conveyor Stockpile Height: up to 14' (4270m)
Transport Height: 13' 6" (4.12m)
Transport Width: 8' 6" (2.59m)
Transport Length: up to 47' 10.5" (14.60m)
Weight: up to 27,000 lbs (12,250 kg)

Radial Conveyor
Patented radial conveyor
with 180º swing and
variable discharge height
for maximum stockpiling
ﬂexibility.
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Lifting Bars
Deep lifting bars on
drum provide aggressive
screening action.

Grizzly Option
Hydraulic tipping grid
with 6" spacing provides
added protection for
heavy applictions.

512 A

The 512 Trommel provides McCloskey International’s customers with the fuctionality
of our highly successful screener line-up with an extended ﬁnes conveyor on the
512A, or patented radial conveyor on the 512R. The 512 trommels are best suited
for mid-size operations requiring portability and proven screening performance.
As the top selling mid-size portable trommel in North America, the 512 offers a
combination of high production rates, versatility, ease of use and unrivalled strength
that has ensured this screener’s popularity with top soil producers, contractors, and
landscape supply operators.

Trommels
Screeners
CRUSHERS

Hopper Capacity
Hopper capacity of 7.0 yd³
(5.25m³) with removable
extensions for greater
efﬁciency.

512/516 RT TRACKED

Transport Height: 11' 10" (3.6m)
Transport Width: 8' 6" (2.6m) 512 - 8' 11" (2.72m) 516

Engine: 100 hp (74 kw) Diesel

Transport Length: Up to 49' 8" (15.1m)

Radial Conveyor Stockpile Height: 13' 6" (4115mm)

Weight: 40,000 lbs (18,143 kg) 512 - 50,000 lbs (22,500 kg) 516

Radial Conveyor
Patented radial conveyor
with 180º swing and
variable discharge height
for maximum stockpiling
ﬂexibility.

Large Engine Bay
Accessible engine bay
and hydraulics package
for easy access and
maintenance.

Grizzly Option
Hydraulic tipping grid
with 6" spacing provides
added protection for
heavy applictions.

With a quick setup time and high on-site track mobility, the 512 & 516RT represent
high quality and value from the McCloskey trommel range and continue to add to
McCloskey’s reputation for being the world leader in trommel innovation and design.

STACKERS

As the top selling mid-size portable trommel in North America, the 512 & 516RT
offer a combination of high production rates, versatility, ease of use and unrivalled
strength. This has ensured their popularity with top soil producers, contractors,
recycling contractors, and landscape supply operators.

TROMMELS

Drum Drive
Solid vulcanized,
independently powered
drive wheels for
maximum torque, traction
and life.

SCREENERS

Brushes
Ground level adjustable
brushes keep the screen
clean and rotate away
from drum for ease of
drum change.
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Brushes
Ground level adjustable
brushes keep the screen
clean and rotate away
from drum for ease of
drum change.

Drum Drive
Solid vulcanized,
independently powered
drive wheels for
maximum torque,
traction and life.

Feed Hopper
2.9m (9' 6") low load
height, large hopper
capacity of 3.4m³
(4.5 yd³).

516

Transport Height: 13' 6" (4.11m)
Transport Width: 9' 6" (2.89m)

Engine: 100 hp (75 kw) Diesel

Transport Length: 52' 7.5" (16.04m)

Radial Conveyor Stockpile Height: 13' 6" (4131mm)

Weight: 35,280 - 38,960 lbs (16,000-17,670 kg)

Larger producers can achieve high quality ﬁne materials with the McCloskey
516 trommel. McCloskey International offers a wide range of drum designs and
screen sizes to improve quality and meet high demand.

Radial Conveyor
Patented radial conveyor
with 180º swing and
variable discharge height
for maximum stockpiling
ﬂexibility.
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Lifting Bars
Deep lifting bars on a
drum provide aggressive
screening action.

Grizzly Option
Hydraulic tipping grid
with 6" spacing provides
added protection for
heavy applictions.

Material such as topsoil, compost, sand and gravel, and wood chip spend
more time in the sixteen foot drum for better screening results. The three
screen sections allow for ﬂexibility in sizing to maximise productivity, while the
hydraulically folding end conveyor allows oversize material to be effectively
stockpiled.
For heavy duty applications, a remote control hydraulic tipping grizzly can be
added to scalp off large material.

Trommels
CRUSHERS
SCREENERS

Transport Height: 13' 6" (4.15m)
Transport Width: 8' 6" (2.59m) Wheeled

628

Transport Height: 13' 6" (4.11m)
Transport Width: 8' 6" (2.59m)

Engine: 174 hp (130 kw) Diesel

Transport Length: 59' 6" (18.14m)

Engine: 174 hp (130 kw) Diesel

Transport Length: 64' 9" (19.7m)

Radial Conveyor Stockpile Height: 15' 6" (4870mm)

Weight: 51,500 lbs (23,400 kg) base model

Radial Conveyor Stockpile Height: 15' 7" (4749mm)

Weight: 62,000 lbs (28,123 kg)

The 621 Trommel Screener is suited for large heavy duty
applications where production rates can reach 200+ TPH in topsoil
and sticky material or 300+ TPH in sand and gravel.

The McCloskey 628 Trommel Screener is suited for large heavy-duty
applications where production rates can reach 200+ TPH in topsoil
and sticky material or 300+ TPH in sand and gravel.
With a 6' diameter screen, the 628 Trommel generates a powerful
screening action while the 28' long drum ensures the highest quality
end product.

STACKERS

With over twenty years of experience, McCloskey International
is the world’s leading trommel manufacturer and has pioneered
trommel design and innovation. Over this time, the 621 Trommel
has a proven reliability in construction and demolition, topsoil,
compost, waste recycling, and many other large screening
applications. With a 174 HP engine, accessible engine bay, and
high efﬁciency diesel hydraulic system the 621 is sure to deliver
the maximum operating time.

TROMMELS

621

McCloskey International is the world’s leading trommel manufacturer
with 25 years of experience in pioneering trommel design and
innovation. All McCloskey trommels undergo extensive ﬁeld testing
and are continuously improved through customer feedback.
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Trommels

Adjustable Brushes
User-friendly ground level
adjustable brushes for
minimal downtime and
maximum efﬁciency.

Large Trommel Screen
At 7 feet in diameter and
33 feet long, the 733
offers longer screening
time for higher quality
products.

Feed Conveyor
48" wide feed conveyor
ﬁtted with internal drive
replaces external chain
drive system to improve
maintenance.

733

Transport Height: 13' 6" (4.12m)
Transport Width: 10' 10" (3.3m)

Engine: 225 hp (130 kw) Diesel

Transport Length: 69' 6.5" (21.19m)

Radial Conveyor Stockpile Height: 16' 8" (5090mm)

Weight: 80,750 lbs (36,630 kg)

The McCloskey 733 trommel screeners are high production machines with
a 160º radial ﬁnes conveyor and an oversize end conveyor for extensive
stockpiling capabilities. The 733 boasts a 225HP engine powering one of the
world’s highest capacity mobile trommels.

48" wide
Radial Conveyor
Creating stockpiles
more than 16 feet high
keeps production moving
on this high capacity
trommel.
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Engine Bay
Ground level large and
accessible engine bay
and hydraulics package
for easy access and
maintenance.

Road Ready
The 733 is both capable
of processing high
amounts of product and
is easily transported
between job sites.

With a 33ft long drum – allowing the material longer time on the screening
surface – and a range of drum options, the 733 offers an unrivalled high quality
product in a variety of industries including construction and demolition, topsoil,
compost, waste recycling, and many other large screening applications.

Stackers
CRUSHERS

Radial Axle
Pivoting axle box allows
for creating swept radius
stockpiles.

Hydraulic Axle Jacks
Optional Hydraulic Axle
Jacks enhance stability
while in operation.

SCREENERS

Power Unit
49 hp diesel drive (ST80),
with dual power available
as an option.

Transport Height: 13' 6" (4m) ST80 - 4.11m (13' 6") ST100
Transport Length: 61' 10" ST80 - 101' 5" (30.90m) ST100

Engine: 49 hp (36.5 kw) Diesel

Stockpile Height: 31' 9" (9.69m) ST80 - 42' 9" (13.04m) ST100

Engine: 90hp (67 kw) ST100

Stockpile Capacity: 2180 cu. yd (1670 cu.m.)

The McCloskey 36 x 80 and 36 x 100 stackers are all about efficiency, from
speedy setup time to their high degree of mobility.

Hydraulic Top Fold
Straightforward hydraulic
controls to fold and
unfold, raise and lower
conveyor.

Belt Speed
Belt speed is designed
for optimum efficiency
and reduced belt load
for longer life with larger
capacity.

STACKERS

Hydraulic main lift and top fold are standard, as is the diesel power unit. Electric
and dual power are also available to get the job done, no matter what application.
The setback axle and 22.5 degree maximum conveyor angle allow the highest
stockpiles per conveyor length in the industry.

TROMMELS

ST STACKERS

With a base production capacity of 500 TPH and optional upgrades to 800 TPH
available, the McCloskey ST80 and ST100 stack up well above the competition.
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Power Unit
90 hp diesel drive, with
dual power as standard.

High Capacity Hopper
Over 7 cubic yards allows
for larger amounts of
material to be directly
loaded into the hopper.

Hydraulic Axle Jacks
Optional Hydraulic Axle
Jacks enhance stability
while in operation.

ST STACKERS

Transport Height: 13' 6" (4.1m)
Transport Length: 61' 8" (15.6m) ST80V - 70' 6" (21.2m) ST100V

Engine: 90 hp (67 kw) Diesel

Stockpile Height: 31' 9" (9.69m) ST80V - 42' 9" (13.04m) ST100V

Engine: 90 hp (67 kw) ST100V

Stockpile Capacity: 2180 cu.yd. (1670 cu. m.) ST80V - 4080 cu.m. (5330 cu.yd.) ST100V

The McCloskey Direct Load Stacking Conveyor is the result of continuous development of
the original V-Bin stacker invented by Paschal McCloskey over 20 years ago.
The 'V-Bin' section itself is fully hydraulically folding and boasts a standard capacity of
over 7 cubic yards. In order to deal with shock loads of 10 tons and more the Direct Load
Stacker uses a heavy duty build, and includes tightly spaced impact rollers, heavy duty 3
ply belting and reinforced frame.
Hydraulic Top Fold
Straightforward hydraulic
controls to fold and
unfold, raise and lower
conveyor.
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Belt Speed
Belt speed is designed
for optimum efficiency
and reduced belt load
for longer life with larger
capacity.

Road Towable
Hydraulic folding for easy
transport with Air Brakes,
Mud Flaps and Lights.

For ease of setup, all Direct Load Stackers come standard with hydraulic landing gear and
hydraulic top fold.
With the direct-loading V-bin installed, McCloskey stackers are compatible with traditional
conveyor equipment. The bin also can be rotated to suit any angle of approach for the
loader equipment.*
* Wheeled V-Bin only.

Stackers
CRUSHERS

Open Access
Engine Bay
Provides class leading access
to hydraulic valves and the
transverse mounted 100hp
Diesel engine.

TF STACKER OPTIONS
Organics or Aggregates Setup
Diesel or Electric
Hydraulic Landing Gear

FEEDER STACKER

Capacity: 800 TPH+ (Higher available as an option)
Transport Height: 11' 7" (3.5m)

Engine: 100 hp (75 kw) Diesel

Transport Width: 9' 7" (2.9m)

Belt: 48" x 80' (1220mm x 19.35m)

Transport Length: 63' 10" (19.46m)

Track Mobility
Fully portable stockpiling
solutions allow for
maximum on-site
mobility.

The TF80 can operate flat at 0°, for lower stockpiles, while providing controlled flow of material output without blockages, bottlenecking
or bridging. Capable of over 1000 TPH, the new TF80 is ideal for applications like ship loading where there is a need for flat conveyor
handling of material as well as stockpiling up to 29°.

STACKERS

The McCloskey TF80 is designed to eliminate bridging, bottlenecks and spillage and ensure maximum efficiency when stockpiling bulk
materials. Optional full remote control on all functions saves time and money by allowing operators to track and run the machine without
getting out of the loader. This facilitates the handling and stockpiling of a variety of materials, like wood waste, bark, compost and top soil,
all of which are directly fed into the 23 cu. yd. hopper with large loaders and excavators.

TROMMELS

48" Chevron
Main Conveyor
Allows stockpiling of high
volume materials without
spillage or bottlenecks.

SCREENERS

Up To 15.7 Cubic
Yard (11.6m3) Hopper
Includes a 48" Chevron
feed belt to evenly
convey material such
as wood chips and logs
without bridging.

As with all McCloskey equipment, the TF80 has excellent access for maintenance with its open access engine bay, saving time and
reducing costs. With additional options like an Aggregate Hopper or Shredder, as well as its high-level standard safety features, the
TF80 is the natural choice for stockpiling organic materials.
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Stackers

McCloskey Heavy Duty and Custom Stackers are designed for high productivity across all geographies
and applications. Sites have featured stackers with 1,000+TPH production rates, 15 cubic yard direct load
bins and sizes up to 150' in length. With over 26 years of stacker engineering and production industry
experience, McCloskey is the manufacturer to turn to for your custom conveying requirements.
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Standard Features
McCloskey International takes pride in designing machines with input from
our customers and dealers. This approach enables us to deliver machines
that are easy to set up, operate and maintain. Particular care is taken to
reduce material spillage, increase productivity and minimize downtime.
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Standard Features
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Parts, Service & After Sales
All McCloskey products are carefully designed
by professional engineers, choosing quality
components. We therefore recommend the use of
genuine OEM McCloskey parts to maximize the
performance of your machine.
At McCloskey International we understand the
importance of delivering spares quickly and

After Sales Care

efficiently. We keep a wide range in stock,

At McCloskey International our work does not end
when we deliver your machine. Your local dealer and
McCloskey International will be there to provide you
with support throughout the machine’s life cycle.

minimizing costly downtime.
The worldwide McCloskey dealer network stocks
a wide range of parts to support your product
locally, while the North American and European
McCloskey facilities support users globally.

Always There

For your closest dealer visit

What really impressed the contractor working on the
cleanup of debris from Hurricane Ike on Galveston
Beach was the support they received from their McCloskey Dealer:

www.mccloskeyinternational.com

“They housed a service tech with a vehicle
close by the jobsite for four months to support
our 7 McCloskey screening plants. This helped
ensure the timely completion of my project”
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McCloskey Headquarters, Keene, Ontario, Canada

Headquarters
1 McCloskey Road
Keene, Ontario Canada,
K9J 0G6
1-877-Trommel
T (705) 295-4925
F (705) 295-4777
sales@mccloskeyinternational.com

European Office
47 Moor Road,
Coalisland, Co Tyrone
N.Ireland BT71 4QB
T +44 (0)2887-740-926
F +44 (0) 2887-747-242
salesuk@mccloskeyinternational.com

Authorized Dealer

www.mccloskeyinternational.com
McCloskey International reserves the right to make changes to the information and design
of the machines on this brochure without reservation and notification to the users. McCloskey
International assumes no liability resulting from errors or omissions in this document.

